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PRESIDENT’ = Es PERSPECTIVE 

By John Pellet 

ATARIFEST 

an WILL be a fest next 3 year, at INFOMART, scheduled 

for nid May, in conjunction with the reqular DCC Users 

Forua,. See you there! For sore information, see the 

related article elsewhere in this issue! 

‘Toys FOR TOTS 

Marc Salas has volunteered G head up this year s Toys 

For Tots benefit. He needs 3 or 4 volunteers for a fer 

minutes effort between mow and the December seeting. 

PLEASE HELP! : | 

Toys For Tots will take place at our December meeting 
immediately following elections, as cur program. We will 

again ask a nominal admission charge of #3 or a new toy. 

Please don’t wrap any toys, because they will just be 

unwrapped later. Come join the FUR! 

What fun, you ask? A ict! We'll have door prizes 
galore, and that perennial highlight, an AUCTION, with 

Jim Chaney per foraing auctioneer duties in his Pet Labi 

fashion. < . 

OF ae sounds like fun, you say, but what are we 
auctioning, you ask? A lot! We have received quite a 

bit of software for review this year, and it all goes. 

Si? KL? so XE?)s Doesn't matter - there wili be something 
there you'll want. Plus, hardware. The club has quite a 

bit of serviceable hardware that we are not using, for 

one reason or ancther. It goes TU0! If that’s not 

enough, here's YOUR chance tc help. You know that great 

game you just don’t play anymore? Or that printer you've 

stuck in the closet because you bought a laser? Or any 
other hardware or software (QRISINALS oniy) you're 

willing to donate? Bring it on down, 
off for a good Cause so you don't have to store it, 
somebody else gets a bargain, and Christaas seans aore to 
a yo ungster in ‘the area. What a deal' 

aes Skueier Bars your unused stuff and after 

the @lections stick around for 2@ great auction, door 

prizes, and anyone gore (come and see)! 

We'll auction it 

NEXT YEAR'S OFFICERS 

What follows is the Board posit Slate of nominees for 3 

office in 1987, published here per our bylaws. 

Nominations from the floor are WELCOME! And they better 

be, because you may notice there is no nominee for | 

Vice-President. I's sure there will te one from the 

floor. Howard Chang has an article elsewhere in this 

issue, giving his perspective on the elections. Please 

read it! The rest of the nominees are hereby invited to 

put their views in next months issue. Current Board 

meabers are listed in italics. | 

PRESIDENT: 

VICE-PRESIDENT: 

VP-COMMUN: 

Larry Dinees 

Howard Chang 

SECRETARY: Gary Loges 

John Funk 

~ JREASURER: Don Adags 

MER & LARGE: = Frank Corlett 
MER @ LARGE: Johr Funk 

NBR & LARGE: Gary Fuquay 
MER @ LARGE: deff Goiden 

HBR @ LARGE: Baie Kassel 

MEX & LARGE: Nclan Terrill 

MER @ LARGE: Michael Trombley 

NBR @ LARGE: = deff Wiiscn 

MBR @ LARGE: Wally Wilinsk 

MEETING DATES 

The scheduled meeting dates for next year are: i/3, 2/14, 

3/21, 4/11, 5/9, 6/13, 7/41, B/B, 9/12, 10/10, it/t4, & 

i2/a, As always, dates more than 90 in advance are 

subject te change. Note that the January date is the 

THIRE. Sa@ack in the middle of the holiday. Do you want 

to meet then, or would it be better te cancel for the 

month? Think about it. 

THANKS! 

That's about it for this aonth. In December we're back 

to the second Saturday, so I'll see you on the 13th. It 

you are ENTHUSIASTIC, want the club to grow, be 

successful, and so forth, HELP! If YOU won't do it, it 

won't get done. COME VOTE /// 

ENTHUSIASTICALLY YOURS 

— JQHN PELLET 



DCC News 

October 13, 1986 Neeting 

DCC sold a total of 54 tables at the October Foruas. 

INFOMART has decided to open their facility more than in 

the past. As a result, as some of you may have noticed, 

the Information Booth that used to be a fixture has been 

removed. Scon to follow it into oblivion is the Security 

Booth near the elevators. Also, INFOMART no longer 

requires a badge for admission. DCC plans to maintain 

member and quest badging to identify participants. This 

is needed since there are occasionally other prograas 

taking place nat related to the Forug, as occurred at the 

Gictober meeting. Also, some merchants are offering 

discounts for Forum participants, using the badges as 

identification. 

Remember the DCC information ‘answer only! phone number 

is 214-746-3297, [4 you can’t remember the meeting date, 

give it a call before you drive down. 

The Texas Computer Education Association will aeet 

jointly with the Users Forum on November 15. They will 

have many education-related presentations, including 

special speakers, like Jim Butterfield, well-known 

author, Alsc, expect 20°40 additional tables in the 

vendor area, carrying educational items. 

DAL-ACE and NT ST UG will be sponsoring AtariFest, a 

fES-iike forum for Atari-related hardware and software, 

en May 7, 8, & 9, 1987, The latter day will be jointly 

mith the May ‘87 Users Forum. Tickets to the exhibit 

hall for the ‘Fest wili be available at reduced cost tor 

BCC-atfiliated groups. More details will be announced as 

they are availabie. 

The Dallas MIDI Group 

process to join the DCC. 

is beginning the affiliation 

C-CAD (Center for Computer Assistance to the Disabled) 

will meet at INFOMART on April 4, 1987. DCC had been 

invited tc meet jointly with thea. After discussion, the 

Council decided not to asove from the second Saturday, 

April 11, so no joint aeeting will occur. 

Tentative Forua dates for 1987 are: 1/3, 2/14, 3/21, 

Afi1, 3/9, 6/13, 7/11, B/B, 9/12, 10/10, TA/L4, and 12/5, 

Note that since these are aore than 90 days away, they 

are tentative. 

DCC will need a Yendor Manager Assistant, by the Deceaber 
aeeting. If you are interested, contact any DCC 

representative. 

AtariFest NEWS 

By Bill Bailey 

Good news from the DCC. They've released the rooms we 

need to have AtariFest. This means that we have the 

rooms tor all three days. Now we need some volunteers to 

be on the following committees: 

PUBLICITY 

This committee will handle contacting local and national 

Newspapers and magazines. Post on area BRS's, at local 

businesses, and promote Ataritest in any other eanner. 

VENDOR CONTACT 

Contact and track the vendors that will be coming to 

Atarifest. Also, contact a local travel agent to arrange 

for discount hotei and travel. 

SPEAKER CONTACT 

Cantact nationally known Atarians ‘e.9., Tom Hudson, Bill 

Wilkinson, .../ to speak at seminars during Atarifest. 

SITE 

Contract interior 

for Atarifest 

plus other heip. 

cgesigners, insurance, security, etc. 

INFOMART has a list of recoamended firas, 

PROGRAM 

set up times for the speakers, 

demonstrations, set up dcor prizes, etc. 

arrange for 

GENERAL HELP 

Take tickets, assist vendors and speakers, assist other 

committees as needed, and so forth. 

Tf you feel that you can help in any of these areas, or 

something left out, contact ae at the Users Forua, or on 

any of the following BBS ‘s: 

DAL-ACE ST 267-4913 

DAL-AcE 1 040-3270 

NCC-i702 481-0342 

Psychlo Eapire 251-1175 

I am usually on one or all of these boards every day. 

I‘a looking forward to hearing froa YOU! 

Bill Bailey 



The Eight-Bit Stretch: 

More Bang for Your Buck (Part IIT) 

By Jeff Wilson 

1/0 Bogs Down the Best of Thea 

Want to see frustration? Just watch the new owner of a 

hot micro with window management features and a megabyte 
of memory load some big application program from a 

copy-protected diskette. Not only does it take a while, 

but when it’s ready, not much of that megabyte remains. 

It takes so long because diskettes and the system 

interfaces that support them are slow. They’re not a bad 

choice for inexpensive systems, but they force certain 

constraints upon software designers. They promote 

loading large programs in their entirety because their 

Sluggishness makes more sophisticated techniques 

tapractical. They force data into main memory for the 

Same reason. Even same of the best programs end up 

treating diskettes just as tapes. 

That’s bad: big programs and data take forever to load. 

Worse: performance falls off a cliff once program & data 

exceed the size of sain memory. Worse yet: the operating 

system is committed to ROM, speeding the boot process and 

freeing RAM, but lowering QS perfor@ance and aaking 

future updates more expensive. Worst: applications may 

not fit at all {e.g., singing the “Qut-cf-Memory 

Spreadsheet Blues"). 

These tendancies are bad for the 8-bit Ataris, but worse 

for the MC68@d-based products. Their raw perforaance 

and graphic capabilities create expectations that can 

only be realized using in-memory program@ing techniques. 

All of this is a roundabout way of saying that you won’t 

be satisfied with one of the new machines unless you load 

it fully with memory and a hard disk. And if you think 

that’s too expensive for now, you’re reading the right 

DAL-ACE newsletter article. If you disagree, tell it to 

Mr. Dave "Horace Greeley” Gillen and he’li gladly publish 

your cognents. 

Faster disk 1/0 would offer a few “fringe benefits” to 

eight-bit Atari users beyond simply speeding programs. 

For instance, floppy diskettes and read/write heads alike 

last longer if extra disk rotations in search of sectors 

can be avoided. Second, the probability that an 

| electrical power “spike” might corrupt a disk declines as 

the time to move data to disk goes down. And one sore 

subtle point: since disk I[/0 and computation on 

6592-based Ataris are strictly sequential (i.e., they 

don’t overlap because there is no aultiprogramming on 

these machines) and synchronized via polling, faster [/0 

reduces the fraction of CPU tise wasted waiting for 1/0 

coapletion. 

Probing 8-Bit Atari 1/0 

If you’ve read this far, you'd like to know how quickly 

the computer that you already own shuffles bytes, and how 

you might make it go faster. It just sce happens that 

I’ve written a benchmark program to do that..... 

In our last installment, we showed how 

badly SASIC slows processing. So why bother with it? 

The program discussed here was prepared with MAC/45, the 

macro asseabler from 6.5.5. You can’t get such closer 

than that to the 6582 in your machine. 

The asseably code is easy to follow but difficult to use 
in your own projects, That's because it uses macros 

supplied in the MAC/65 Toolkit along with two af ay own 

(NOTE and POINT). I’ve uploaded the code to the club 

BBS, should you wish te examine it. If Howard is truly 

indulgent, you'll even find twenty-five pages of a fully 

expanded assembly listing there en the board. But it’s 

probably ore fun to sit in rush-hour traffic on Central 

Expressway than to read that thing. 

Here’s what the program does. 

First, it creates and reads a large file sequentially. 

This simulates wholesale program or data sovement out of 

or into semory, by far the most common use of the Atari 

disk, 

Next, it creates a new file and saves an array of 

pointers to the start of each sector. It then uses these 

pointers to read the file sequentially. 

Finally, it uses the same pointers to navigate randomly 

within the file, first reading then writing. Such 

pointer-based access techniques could be applied in a 

"virtual array" paging scheme, whereby a disk-based data 

array would be segmented and sapped into a auch smaller 

portion of physical memory dynamically. 

It ain’t really virtual semory, but it’s a fairly sexy 

technique for a 6582 and potentially quite usefu! for 

spreadsheets, database prograss, text processors, and 

other applications that manipulate large arrays. But 

getting back to the point of the exercise, nifty ideas 

like this are impractical if the disk systes is a sloth. 



For the record, ali tests were conducted using a i39-ZE, 

modified by addition of Newell Industries’ Omniview XL/XE 

OS ROM (which shouldn’t affect performance for these 

tests). I overworked an Atari 1858 disk drive equipped 

with ICD’s U.S. Doubler (which doesn’t affect Atari005 

performance}. And of course my MAC/65 cartridge was 

olugged in at all ties. 

[Pause to reflect on the previous paragraph: Atari’s 

eight-bit computer line is so stable and gel! 

standardized that products from four different vendors 

can peacefully coexist with it.] 

Everything You Always Wanted to Know 

about Sectors but Were Afraid to Ask 

So how siow is Atari diskette 1/02 It’s pretty darned 

clow. 1 looked at three filesystems of current interest 

to eight-bit Atari users: 

# AtarifGS 2.5 / single density 

sector) 

(1275 data bytes per 

* Atarif0S 2.5 / 

sector) 

double density (125 data bytes per 

t SpartafOS 2.2 / 

sector! 

double density (256 data bytes per 

T didn’t test MYDOS, DOS-¥L, AtariD05 3.@ (shudder‘}, or 

any other 005 flavors. Maybe a dedicated reader will 

finish the job. 

Lovers of the binary system will notice that AtariD05 

sectors contain three data bytes fewer than a nice, round 

iZ8, Fretty tacky! That’s because AtarifQ5 uses three 

of the 128 available bytes to chain file sectors together 

and support other filesystem functions. 

AtariDGS chain pointers are 18 bits long and relate 

directly to physical sector locations. This implies 

several things. First, an AtarifQS filesystem can’t be 

larger than {824 (2##18) sectors, about 151,808 bytes. 

The largest possible file is actually smaller than the 

{38-XE’s main memory! So forget about using unmodified 

AtaribOS with multi-megabyte hard disks. Since there’s 

no support for file-relative random access, it’s slow and 

painful to make backup copies of files organized in any 

way other than sequentially {e.g., ISAM is a disaster). 

Finally, AtariD0S does not support sparse file 

allocation: you’ve got to create the first N physical 

sectors of a file before you can touch sector N+i. This 

complicates database applications. 

Double-density SpartaDOS 3.2 is quite different. It 

maintains for each file a data structure called a sector 

map. The map relates physical disk sectors to their 

ordering within a particular file. Each map entry i5 two 

bytes long, thus providing for a filesystem of size up to 

65,536 sectors. Each sector is 2546 bytes long, all of it 

dayoted te data. SpartaDOS could manage a diskette of 

16,777,216 (2##24) bytes, if you could find one. It 

squeezes {84,52@ bytes onto a real one. Access relative 

to the start of a file is provided! you can back up ISAM 

files quickly and sigaly. The sector map approach also 

sunports sparse allocation. If that weren’t enough, a 

hierarchical directory lets you organize files sore 

conveniently. These features buttress ICD’s claim that 

SpartaDQS was designed with hard disk support in mind. 

Nothing comes for free. Certainly SpartaD0S aust putter 

along slowly, encumbered by all of these features. Well, 

according ta the ICD folks, they also took pains to 

minimize average access time. They claim to have 

reorganized the diskette format to avoid extra rotaticnal 

time delays, | 

So much for claims and theory. 

happened, 

Here’s what really 

Large Sequential File Creation / Read 

(Time in Seconds) 

File Size 5B 3.2/DD AD 2.5/5D AD 2.5/00 

(Sectors) (756) (125) (125) 

312 gelii 213/158 208/165 

236 26/38 169/ 86 114/ 82 

12 14/28 38/ 41 6G/ 42 

64 7.53/18 29/ 28 33/ 22 

32 N/A {6/ il 19/ it 

14 N/A 7/0649 13/ 6 

The table’s acst dramatic message is SpartaD0S’s obvious 

performance supremacy. Tt writes sectors about four 

times as fast as AtariDOS 2.5 and reads them about twice 

as fast. In fact, the last two tests are marked "N/A’ 

for SpartaD0S because they zip by so quickly that 

measurement is unreliable. 

Please note that reported file creation tise includes the 

time needed to first delete a previous version, the 

typical case for many applications. 



DAL—ACE 

There are a few other lessons. Here is the same data, 

recast in terms of hundreds of bytes per second to 

account for the different sector sizes. 

Large Sequential File Creation / Read 

({a##2 Bytes/Second) 

File Size SQ 3.2/DD Ad 2.9/5) AD 2.95/00 

(Sectors! (256) (125) 123) 

sl fufl? 3.8/4.1 LeBfSe7 

256 25/17 2.9/4.8 2.8/5.4 

123 2a/lé 2.8/5.4 iff aed 

64 f2fid 2.8/4.9 2.4/3.6 

16 N/A 2.2/4,8 1.0/3.3 

Note that Spartad&S writes faster than it reads data 

Atarif0S works just the other way. Sparthds writing an 

reading and fAtarifGS writing performances decline 

cadestly with skrinking file size; AtariBlS reading 

performance bobbles up ae down. The test results 

suggest that ICD has indeed improved diskette layout for 

good performance. The cable = secter size doubtless helps 

i 

(ne more surprising result that shows up in all tes! 

double density is Siower than single density AtariDds. 

This reverses the relationshio of the data transfer rates 

for each density -- D1 ought to tranfer bytes to the 

controlier twice ast as 59. [his reinforces ay 

belief that disk yout is the dominant factor in 

eight-bit Atari: [/0 per 

til 

The next table shows average data rates for creating and 

reading small files. Unlike the last test, this 

the same bits of code several times in succession. ! put 

it together with the intention of generating sore precise 

figures for small files. IJ was surprised ta find that 

average performance declined, 

Small File Sequential File Creation / Read 

(19##2 Bytes per Second) 

File Size SO 3.2/00 AD 2.90/50 AD 2.5/0D 

85 25.1/11.6 2,08/3.94 2.47/3.79 

&4 22.4/11.7 2,00/5.8f 2.42/3,.72 

32 i7.4/it.i 2.00/3.64 2.89/3.64 
14 12.8/19.2 Lelaises 1.40/3.33 
8 8.2/ 9.8 1.89/2.94 ee Wa ree 

FAGE & 

Go much for sequential performance. Surely the SpartaPOs 

optimizations won’t sean auch in a test of random access. 

Indeed, the margin between SpartalQS and AtaridGs 

narrows, But it surely doesn’t disappear, as the 

follawing table shows idon’t take the third digit toa 

seriously -- it’s not really significant). 

Gaal] File Random Write / Read 

'{###2 Bytes per Second) 

File 5iz 

‘Sectors reed mwa 

SD3.2/DD 9D 
(256) (1 

ee me ee ee oe a ee me cee ee ee ee ee ee me 

#5 18.7 /i8.7 2.48/3,80 Peddie ones 

&4 = 6/il.i Z.atf3.2 2.48/35, 21 

Avi re aay 2.68/5.29 Daddi Seed 

16 (3.5/12.2 z.Ot/3.13 Z.68/S. 21 

q focliiess 2.48/2.78 gedavedre 

4 i.i/f4.2 Lasse? 2,40/2,78 

t of fun running this last test. It seemed as 

houch my disk drive had become seek-crazec. idnty the 

ct that the results were quite repeatable assures ge ct 

Another surprise: fs sight be expected, 

performance increases with decreasing file size. You'd 

think that performance would increase as the space over 

which the random seeks were distributed decreased, 

wouldn't you? Sure, and that’s what makes the Atari pas 

performance puzzlinc. It improves at first, then 

deteriorates as the file sizes decreases below 16 

sectors, 

= 4 Pm veel 

Sparialas 
a 

What final lessons can we extract from this exercise? 

{. SpartabOS with the U.s. Doubler beats the pants ctf of 

Atarif0S, It increased the cost of ay 138-KE system by 

about 28% out returned a four- to six-fold [/0 

performance igprovement. 

2, Two articles ago, we showed that the simplest flcating 

point work using the quickest hardware available on an 

eight-bit Atari runs through about 4388 bytes per second 

(divide that by 2@ to do the same work with BASIC on an 

unaodified i3@-YE). This is roughly four times as fast 

as SpartaD0S can deliver data. These facts suggest that 

in-memory data handling techniques are generally the best 

way to go, even if you do have a relatively quick 

diskette systes. 
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I’ve taken a year’s life cut of ay id 

tuff, Hut mow you don’t have ta. 

rT ot SA ? fee romigc a7 anfoeia-s tr. 
Lifis ais tne fait @ fip 8 Serge s Ae ePeicies ai 
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FAGE 7 

COMPUSERVE COPYRIGHT POLICY 

Neti Shapirc, Chief Sysop, MAUG(ta), 10/06/86 

if events which led to the auch This is a brief synopsis a 

Steven Sande ness, reported CIS - BRS sysop 

Many af you may have read the article in INFOWORLD about 

how CoapuServe lawyer s contacted AHS Sysop Steven Sande. 

This article was based on allegations sade by Steven 

Sande and INFQWURLD printed these allegations as truth. 

The allegations made are simply not true. The tacts 

are: 

1) CompuServe received a complaint from the author of a 

COPYRIGHTED prograa that his program was being published 

by Sande’s Mousetrap BES without the authors permission. 

Copyrighted, not a public-domain. 

2) CIS asked me te cali the BRS and verify the author's 

complaint. Sande’s short bulletin {signed with nis now 

de plume of oe Hac") specific ceil) stated that San 

bEnie, ery d Delphi every week . 

sewn tea “ALL file = to join his 

seryice there was na haheer any eed a join any of the 

networks, 

Uisitm) also stating that all 

mi were being offered on his 

g and sent hia an EMAIL reply 

that many of gur files sere copyrighted by 

that 1t was unethical to take such files 
th hors pergissian. 

ii Neat 

¢ S32 ro in et a ix a) Booet 

explaining 

uthors and 

without the au 

he 

a note which did NOT ask hie 

asked that he cease the 

4) CiS’ lawyers sent Sand 

to close his BES but one 

illegal acts above. 

3) Sande left many messa 

claiming that CIS had toi 

it was public-domain file 

ane 

ages on such networks as FidoNET 

d hia to close his BBS and that 

¢ that were at issue. This is 

Simply a misleading statement. CI5 did not ask hia to 

close his board. The fries ie issue were copyrighted 

files which CIS had received author complaints over. 

5) Keep in mind that Sande’s BBS was a commercial 

venture. Also keep in mind that Sande stated in his 

bulletin that he was making compilations of commercially 

available data. 

7) BBS systems are the heart and soul of 

telecomaunications. But the sysop of a BBS aust operate 

within ethical and legal guidelines. 

(Downloaded from CIS and edited by JLPellet.) 
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BBS EXCERPTS 

edited by Jeff Golden 

The following are so@e messages that were downloaded 

from the DALACE @-bit board. While they do not say 

auch about computers, I found them te be interesting, 

for the personal views they present, of cur members, 

whe did not know they were contributing te the 

newsletter. 

We really do have a great bunch of interesting pecple 

in cur membership, I only wish there was 10 times as 

much space, sc as to allow printing more, of what you 

will find, everyday; on the DALACE bulletin board, 

So, get your acdem and come join the fun. 

Please excuse the types that creep into any, and all, 

on-line conversations. To edit them aut would remove 

the flavor of tele-communicaticns. 

Te oo: ALL - FROM : BUTCH CROAN 

SUBJ : PASCAL SIG 

HELLO OUT THERE THOSE OF YOU WHO ARE LOOKING FOR A NEW 

LANGUAGE. DO YOU LIKE BASIC AND THINK IT 15 THE 

ULTIMATE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE IF SO PLEASE DON’T READ 

ANY FUTHER AS T WILL SAY SOME UNKIND THINGS ABOUT 

BASIC. DO YOU LIKE THE QUOTE FREEDOM OF A LANGUAGE 

THAT HAS NOT STRUCTURE, LIKE "C" OR ARE YOU ONE OF 

THOSE WHO DOESN’T PROGRAM ENOUGH TO BE CALLED & 

PROFESSIONAL BUT WOULD LIKE TO TAKE A SET UP FROM 

BASIC, 

IF YOU ARE STILL WITH ME THR ALL THAT NAME CALLING 

ABOVE THEN WHAT IT AM TRYING TO SAY 5 I THINK THAT 

PASCAL 15 EASIER TQ LEARN THAN “C” AND TEACHS GOOD 

PROGRAMMING SKILLS AND IF A STEP UP FROM BASIC IN BCTH 

SPEED AND POWER AND FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO ARE ONE DAY 

GOING TO BUY AN 520/1049 ST ITS A GOOD LANGUAGE FOR 

THE NOVICE AND PRO ALIKE AND THAT IF BY CHANCE YOU ODO 

NEED TO STEP UP THE “C" YOU WILL ACQUIRE SOME VERY 

BOQD EXPERIENCES ON THE WAY, SO IF YOU WOULD LIKE 10 

START A “PASCAL “ SIG THEN REPLY TO ME CARE GF THIS 

BBS... 

To + WES NEWELL - FROM : SYSOP 

SUBJ : 35 MPH CONT 

WES, I HAVE TO DISAGREE WITH YOU ABOUT SENDING DRUNK 

DRIVERS TO JAIL NOT BEING FUTILE. IF THAT’S THE CASE, 

THEN WE SHOULDN’T SEND ANYONE WHO VIOLATES THE LAWS TO 

JAIL. 1 ALSO DOUBT IF 99% OF DRIVERS COULD HAVE BEEN 

CNVICTED AT ONE TIME OR ANOTHER. IF THAT’S THE CASE 

THEN SOMETHING IS VERY WRONG WITH WHERE THE LEGAL 

LIMIT IS SET OR THE DRUNK DRIVER PROB IS NUCH WORSE 

rAGE & 

THAN I THOUGHT. 
PEOPLE DIE FROM DRUNK DRIVERS, OVER HALF OF ALL 

TRAFFIC FATALITIES AS A MATTER OF FACT. THE SITUATION 

TODAY 1S THAT WE°RE TOO LENIENT AND I7 ISN’T WORKING. 

I DON’T NECESSARILY THINK THE OFFENDER SHOULD GO 10 

JAIL ON THE FIRST CONVICTION BUT SUBSEQUENT ONES? 

YEP, I THINK SO. UNTIL THE DAY COMES WHEN WE TAKE 

THIS PROBLEM SERIOUSLY, MANY MORE THOUSANDS OF 

INNOCENT PECPLE ARE GOING TO DIE AT THE HANDS OF 

PEOPLE WHO DRINK AND DRIVE. 

1 DON’T REALLY THINK YOU CAN LUMP ALL DRIVER £9 

COURSES TOGETHER. I7M SURE SOME ARE BETTER THAN 

OTHERS. ALSO, ANY SCHOOL CAN ONLY PROVIDE THE 

FUNDAMENTALS. IT°S UP TO THE PUPIL TO APPLY WHAT [5 

LEARNED. CAN WE BLAME A MEDICAL SCHOOL FOR A LOUSY 

DOCTOR? MAYBE, BUT THEN AGAIN, MAYBE NOT. NQT UNLESS 

THE SCHOOL PERHAPS PUTS QUT A LOT QF BAD DOCTORS. 

] GUESS THAT'S BESIDES MY ORIGINAL POINT THOUGH, 
REGARDLESS OF HOW GREAT WE THINE DRIVERS ED 15, THE 

STATS THEY CITED WEREN*T DRIVER*S ED STATS ON 

PROBABILITY OF FATALITY BUT ONE OF & NATIONAL STUDY. 

HOWARD 

To +: SCOTT PHELAN - FROM : SYSOP 

SUBJ : 35 MPH 

SCOTT, THE ORIGINAL INTENT WAS TO ALLOW THE GENERAL 

MESSAGE BASE TO ALSO INCLUDE ‘DISCUSSIONS’.  DOESN’T 

THIS WORE ALRIGHT? HOWARD 

Te + ALL - FROM : FRED SMITHSON 

SUB] : MACROS FOR 130 

I am new ta the board and need help writing a macro 

for logon to a mainframe with a 130 using “HomeFak". 

Please call me at work before i2 Saturday 241-8248, 
==FRED== 

Te +: SYSOP - FROM : RACHEL DUKE 

SUBJ : So MPH CONT 

I justed wanted to place ay opinion. J’s from a town 

smaller than Richardson back in West Virginia. The 

BIG highway {you know the one your parents won’t let 

you drive on with only your learners per@it) was two 

lanes each way. When I get here te Dallas two years 

ago I didn’t do any driving. I was scared te death. 

I made ay husband take me everywhere. This soon got 

boring so I decided to try Central Expressway. And 

I've made a discovery. If you don’t go the peed 

everyone around you is going than you are a hazard and 

can cause an accident. I agree that everyone should 

go the speed ligit but it just isn’t reality te expect 

it. So, I do ay best NOT to be a road hazard and 

travel the highways at S55 to 70. I’ve only had one 

accident on a highway here and that was on Central 

when the car in front of me made a dead stop in front 

of me. Fortunately noone was hurt. This incident 



increased my conviction that to drive safely you need 

to be alert and drive the flow of the traffic. If you 

don’t believe ae just read the Texas Drivers Manual, I 

did when I came down and was surprised te discover 

that it states that you are to drive with the flow of 

the traffice. I thought this was rediculous until | 

actually got cut there. Qne last thing, I have never 

drag raced and don’t think I would know how. And, | 

consider myself a safe driver. Drivers Ed - I took it 

ay senior yar to get lower rates on insurance. It was 

fun driving my teachr to the dry cleaners to get his 

clothes. to see his friends, etc. but as for learning 

anything the only thing I got was yelled at for making 

a mistake but never told how to correct it. 

TO =: SYSOP - FROM : SCOTT PHELAN 

SUBJ : 55 MPH 

Howard, it works up to a point. That is when the 

discussicn turns into a full-fledged debate as this 

one has. I think that some of the messages not 

pertaining to the discussion topic, get burried 

underneath the debate. [scott] 

Te : SYSOP - FROM : WES LEWIS 

SUBJ : SPEED LIMIT??? 

HOWARD, THE ONLY PROBLEM WITH USING SAVED LIVES AS A 

CRITERIA 1S THAT THIS RATIONALE WOULD EITHER ELIMINATE 

DRIVING COMPLETELY (THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SAVED LIVES) 

OR IT PLACES YOU IN THE POSITION OF SETTING THE 

"ACCEPTABLE" DEATH RATE WHEN YOU SPECIFY ANY SPEED 

LIMIT ABOVE ZERO. WES LEWIS 

Toa: MATTHEW VANCE - FROM: ROBERT SHERRON 

SUBJ : STUFF FOR SALE 

MATT IF YOU STILL WANT TO SELL THE BROKEN ATARI 1050 

OR THE KOALA PAD GIVE NE A CALL AT 288-5048. MAYBE WE 

CAN MAKE A DEAL GF SOME SORT. THANKS, ROBERT SHERRON 

To oo: ALL - FROM : KIRBY OWENS 

SUBJ : PD GEM 
DOES ANYONE HAVE ANY DOCUMENTATION FOR THE PD PROGRAM 

60S ON THE ST BBS? I CAN GET IT TO BOOT UP AND GET A 

DISK DIRECTORY, BUT NOTHING ELSE. ANY HELP WOULD BE 

APPRECIATED THANKS. KIRBY OWENS 

To +: WES LEWIS - FROM : KIRBY OWENS 

SUBJ : 55 MPH CONT 
WANT A SURE FIRE WAY TO PUT A DENT IN THE DWI PROBLEM? 
SENTENCE THEN TO PUBLIC SERVICE WORK IN AN EMERGENCY 
ROOM OR ON AN AMBULANCE SERVICE. AFTER YOU SCRAPE A 
FEW OF THEN UP, YOUR ATTITUDE BEGINS TO ADJUST ITSELF. 
1 WAS A MEDIC IN THE USAF, AND HAVE MORE EXPERIENCE IN 
THIS ARE THAN I CARE TO THINK ABOUT. IT WORKS!! 
KIRBY 

To + RON HUNTER ~ FROM : CURTIS COLLINS 
SUBJ : 55 NPH 

I agree with that! Houston is a nightmare to drive in. 

To : ALL - FROM : SCOTT PHELAN 

SUBJ : DAYLIGHT SAVINGS 

Just a reminder te everyone, Daylight savings tise 

ended last night. So, if you haven’t set your clocks 

back, It’s an hour earlier than what is says. 

Isn’t it great to get an extra hour of sleep? [scott] 

To : KIRBY OWENS - FROM : SCOTT PHELAN 

SUBJ : PD GEM 

Kirby, For one; it is joustick controlled, and there 

isy I believe, a built-in help file. Just move your 

joystick to the option in the upper right corner and 

press the button. Hope this helps,{scott] 

To : WES LEWIS - FROM : TODD FANCHER 

SUBJ : 55 NPH 

What I was referring to was an incident that happened 

on Central Express way. A guy cut somebody off; or 

something like that, and the the people that he cut 

off pulled up beside him and shoot hia. This type of 

incident happens quite frequently, in fact I’ve had a 

gun pulled on me at an intersection just because | 

blew ay horn at the lady who was about to take the 

Side of sy truck off with her. She is now back in 

prision, seems she had escapd. Todd F. 

To +: SCOTT PHELAN - FROM : SYSOP 

SUBJ : DAYLIGHT SAVINGS 

BUT, SCOTT, WE HAVE TO GIVE THE HOUR BACK IN THE 

SPRING! FOR SOME REASON IT’S MUCH EASIER TO SET THE 
CLOCKS BACK THAN FORWARD! HOWARD 

To + SCOTT PHELAN - FROM : KIRBY OWENS 
SUBJ : PD GEM 

THANKS FOR THE TIP. I HAD FINALLY FIGURED OUT MOST OF 

TT. 7 15 SORT OF A CUTE LITTLE THING. HAVEN'T YET 

DECIDED WHETHER IT IS WORTH USING OR NOT. ANYWAY, 
THANKS AGAIN FOR THE HELP. KIRBY 

To + FRED SMITHSON - FROM : RON HUNTER 

SUBJ : MACROS FOR 130 

FRED, First suggestion. Ditch HomeTerm and get 

Express. Second, you will have no trouble with 

Express macros. Ron 

To +: SYSOP - FROM : RON HUNTER 

SUBJ : 35 MPH 

Howard, The freeways in Houston are stop and go 24 

hours a day. One problem is that they are always 

building thea. I-45 has been under construction 

continuously for the last 30 years. Ron 
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To +: SYSOP - FROM s DOW MULLENS 
SUBJ :.55 MPH CONT 

I agree that drunken drivers should go to jail.I think 

that first offenders should also spend some tise in 

jail.There is no excuse for DWI.] believe that harsh 

punishment both jail and fines would make drunks think 

twice about getting behind the wheel. 

To 

SUBJ 

SYSOP - FROM : JOHN PELLET 
SPEED LIMIT??? 

Based on your previous messages, there is no (NONE) 

rationale, statistic, or argument that will convince 

you. Please feel free to decide for yourself. | 

will!  jlp 

To : ALL - FROM : MIKE VALANT 

SUBJ : BORING 

has... Driving, drunk drivers, highways, MPH, etc. 

This is getting boring. We really need a controversy 

base so that the "general’ things I see don’t get 

drowned out, 

To +: ALL - FROM : MARC SALAS 

SUBJ : SSaph 

Back about 6 yrs. ago, smack dab in the aiddle of 
the “me generation", it was becoming fashionable to be 

assertive. Stories like Todd’s (lady pulls gun on hia 

for honking his horn) have led me to formulate one of 

ay theoreas - only a fool yells at a stranger. 

A friend of mine always smiles and waves when he 

thinks he has been "flipped off" (given the finger). 

He figures it will anger the jerk and still cover his 

if it turns ut he was mistaken as to the other’s 

gesture. 

To + SCOTT PHELAN - FROM : VERNON LEONARD 
SUBJ : DAYLIGHT SAVINGS 

AN EXTRA HOUR OF SLEEP? I JUST HAD TO WORK AN EXTRA 
HOUR THAT NIGHT. 

To : SYSOP ~ FROM : VERNON LEONARD 

SUBJ : DAYLIGHT SAVINGS 

I THINK THE BEST THING TO DO IS JUST LEAVE THE CLOCKS 
ALONE!!! I EITHER HAVE TO WORK AN EXTRA HOUR FOR NO. 
PAY OR LOOSE AN HOUR OF SLEEP. 

To =: VERNON LEONARD - FROM : RANDY RANDOLPH 
SUBJ : DAYLIGHT SAVINGS 

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME IS BACKWARD. THE WAY IT WORKS IS 
FINE ON THE FAR EAST COAST...EVERY WHERE ELSE WE LOOSE 
BOTH ENDS OF THE DAY AT ONE TIME OR ANOTHER. RANDY 

rAGCE 1c 

A Personal Opinion on the Elections 

by Howard Chang 

With the club officers elections coming up next acnth, | 

wanted to give you some food for thought on things ne 

should be locking for in our officers. 

As the candidates give their "speeches’ at the Deceaber 

meeting, the following are some things I will be asking 

nyself: 

i) How visible and active has this person been in the 

club? Do I recognize the person or the name? (i.e. Has 

this person shown a genuine interest in the club by 

volunteering for special events, newsletter articles, or 

by voicing opinions at club meetings?) 

2) Has this person attended the meetings consistently? 

It is imperative officers be present at the meetings. 

Previous history may be an indicator of future 

participation. 

3) For the BBS users, does this person have a modem AND 

been active on the club BBSs? The BBS is one of those 

club activities that requires on-going funds to operate. 

Having officers who understand and can relate to the BBSs 

will enable them to make acre intelligent BBS-related 

decisions. This is a very igportant aspect for continued 

support of the §BSs. 

4) oes this candidate have defined goals for the 

position and the club? How about plans to achieve those 

goals? 

Also, I think it’s important these quidelines are applied 

to the current officers running for re-election. As 

meabers, we are affected by whe is running the club for 

us. As SYSOP, I have been very intimately affected by 

those in office. 

There’s no doubt the members themselves deteraine whether 

the club is poor, mediocre, or great. The aore the 

members care and ACTIVELY participate, the better the 

club will be. However, the officers provide the critical 

direction and often make required unilateral decisions. 

In other words, they can almost aake or break the club. 

I hope the above guidelines is helpful to you in saking 

up your mind who to vote for. Please aake it a point to 

attend this very important aeeting and vote for who you 

think will do the best for YOUR club!! 
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Ezuse Software 
2890 Enea Way 

Antioch, CA 94509 

(415-754-6026) 

ACTION! GAMES by David Plotkin $9.95 

Sneak Attack, Fruit Loops, Analog Man,Surface Run 

to mention a few. All Binary files except Analog 

Man which requires the Action! cart.. 

HOME INVENTORY by Jan Iverson 9.99 
Keep inventory records of your home or office. 

We keep our expense and receipt records here. 

QUIZMASTER CONSTRUCTION SET 9.95 

by Jan Iverson and David Plotkin 

Comes with a Riddles Data Disk. Allows up to 

four players with joystick or keyboard. Print 

your quizes. Create your own quiz or trivia. 

Great for school. 

VEHICLE EXPENSES by Jan Iverson 9.95 

Track your vehicle mileage and expense records. 

Find out by performance when to tune-up. 

All the above software is NOT copy protected. Please 

add $1.50 for shipping and handling. 



wyotaLyive 
Atari ST Hard Disk 

Hi 20 MegaByte formatted capacity 

Hi improves the ST’s overall performance (3-20X improvement on disk transfers) 

iz Atari compatible with software and other DMA Buss Devices 

Ml Includes Hard Disk Utilities 

Only $799 

SypaDrive 
Atari Hard Disk 

Also Available: 
30 MB Supra Drive $ 995. 
60 MB Supra Drive $1995. 

iw Supra Corporation 

1133 Commercial Way / Albany, OR 97321 USA 
Phone: (503) 967-9075 / Telex: 5106005236 (Supra Corp.) 



Home Accountant” 
for the ATARI ST™ 

The easy-to-use 
accounting program 

that helps you 
manage your category. 

¢ Automatically sets up and arranges 
checking or credit accounts. 
¢ Set monthly budgets for each 

x ATARIST oy 

¢ Prints personal or business 
checks. 

70 08 
30.08 
300.08 
300 08 
386 08 
ro Fe] 
300.00 
300.00 
36 08 
m0 08 
300.08 

Haba Systems, Inc. 

6711 Valjean Avenue 

Van Nuys, California 91406 

(818) 994-1899 

Real Progranpers don't write specs. Users should 

consider themselves lucky to get any programs at all and 

take what they get. 

Real Prograssers don't comment their code. If it was 
hard to write, it should be hard to understand, 

Real Prograeaers don't write applications programs. They 
prograg right down on the bare etal. Applications 

program@ing 15 for feebs who can't do systeas 

programming. 

Real Progranpers don't eat quiche. 

Szechwan food. 

They eat twinkies and 

Real Prograpners don't write in Cobol. Cobol is for 
wiepy applications programmers. 

¢ Unique Bill Reminder feature lets 
you review and pay your bills quickly. 

¢ Display and print helpful financial 
data, including tax-deductible + Budgets 
expenses, payment-due reminders, 
cash flow reports and monthly 
budget comparison reports. 

e Credit Cards 

e Tax Assistant Reports 

Real Programners programs never work right the first 
tige. But if you throw them on the aachine they can be 

patched inte working in only a few 30-hour debugging 

SESSIONS. 

Real Programmers con't write in Fortran. Fortran is for 
pipe stress freaks and crystallography weenies. 

Real Programpers never work 9 to 5. If any Real 
Programmers are around at 9:30 AM, it's because they were 

up all night. 

Real Programpers don’t write in Basic. Actually, no 
programmers write in Basic after the age of 12. 

Real Programmers don’t write in PL/i. PL/1 >is for 
programeers who can't decide whether to write in Cobol or 
Fortran. | 



ATARI FAIR - SAN JOSE 

25 September 1984 

By Neil Harris 

The Northern California Atari Expo this past weekend in 

San dase had a few interesting developments besides the 

first sales of the Magic Sac (aka Mac Cartridge}. Here's 

a brief regort: 

About S000 people attended during the two days of the 

show. Among the speakers were Atari officials Sas 

Tramiel, Leonard Tramiei, Shiraz Shiv3i, Sig Hartmann, 

Richard Frick, and even ayself. Qther speakers included 

Jerry Pournelle, Tom Hudson, David Beckemeyer, Frank 

Cohen (of Regent), and Paul Heckel (Zoomracks). 

Yanth displayed an amazing new ST animated demo, topping 

their previcus effort of Fujiboink, This one had 4 large 

“bubbles” moving in and out in an "eggbeater" pattern 

with a red-white checkerboard pattern. ‘anth also showed 

an 57 version of Mazewars which permitted up to 12 ST's 

to be Miffed together. For the uninitiated, this game is 

a S-D ist person game where you wander around trying to 

kill the others. They seem to be leaning toward making 

it freeware, 

The FIL folks had a very pretty dogfight game for i 

computer or for Z players with 2 57's and MIDI cables. 

The graphics were si@ilar to the games from Micropraose, 

and the play action was so good that it was almost 

lapessible to get near the machines ail weekend. FIL 

also showed a later version of a dungeon game demo. 

Availability of both games is Qctober. 

Antic was showing their 3-D liquid-crystal-shutter 

glasses again, with some better demos than last time. 

Also from Antic was the znd issue of STart magazine, a 

very good-looking issue and a great improvement over the 

first one, 

Metacoaco unveiled § new prograaming tools: Cambridge 

Lisp, an interpreter and compiler with good GEM support 

added; BCPL, a C-like lanquage (near as 1 can tell); and 

a Make utility. All are available right away. 

Regent Software had their Regent Word 2, an upgrade using 

the normal ST character set (which made jerryp very 

happy) and full GEM support. They also showed Regent 

Base, 

Michtron had their videodisk controller ready for sale, 
along with an adventure game driver and the Dragons Lair 

disk. their ST Pool game is also ready to ship, another 

very nice implementation. 

GMI displayed a Jot of vapor products that look quite 

nice. Steve Griaa’s BRST is coming along nicely, 

including support for G@MI's forthcoming ST-Net so 

multiple ST's can be linked to aake a larger BRS. The 

big news from GMI was their Desk Cart, a cartridge-based 

desk accessory package similar to Corneraan but without 

all the memory being taken up. They also showed the 

ST-Talk Professional 2.0, ready to ship Real Soon Now. 

Quickview Systems is almost ready to ship their Zcoomracks 

27, a GEN-based program which seems to have incorporated 

many user suggestions to make it easier to use and 

faster. 

Haba was showing a few products that seemed a lot better 

than some of their earlier efforts. In particular, their 

HabaView data base manager which sakes goad use of the 

GEM user interface to create customized databases. 

Hippopotagus was selling their $7 Sound Digitizer and 

their Video Digitizer. The sound product was interesting 

- more when I’ve had a chance te play with the one 1 took 

home. 

Gh yes - I'd better not forget to tell you what Atari 

showed. We had 2 ST's with the final working biitter 

chip. Everything seeas to work very weil (not to mention 

much faster}. The blitter really helps when iarge pieces 

of memory are being moved, since there's sore averhead to 

set if up than the RAN blit but less time actually used 

in the movement. Looks like a ist-of-the-year release 

for the blit upgrade, at about #120. & later version ot 

Microsoft Write was shown, supporting features not seen 

at the LA Fair, specifically support of 6DU5-based 

praportionally-spaced fonts. Available late in the year 

fAnd I accused QM] of vapor???). 

Supra had their é60-meg hard drive on sale for $1795 (show 

special, the reqular price is $1995). They cooked up a 

special slide show deao at several frames a second, 

straight from the hard drive. 

There were several booths showing MIDI software and 

products. In fact, one of the highlights of the show was 

having the ST on stage controlling ALL the synthesizers 

at the show, even the ones in the booths on the floor! 

Talk about surround sound. 
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BLAZING PADDLES 

Reviewed By Bill] Sheppard 

Reprinted courtesy of Computing Today, found on Genie 

SCORECARD 

Features - 8 

Performance - 9 

Ease of Use - 10 

Error Handling - 7 

Docuaentation - 2 

Compatibility - 8 

Support - 8 

From: 

daudville 

i001 Medical Park Drive SE 

brand Rapids, Mi 49506 

(616) 987-3036 

48K Atari: /Commodore 44 Disk 

Suggested List: $34.95 

While the Atar: ST, Amiga, and Apple i165 all sport some 

very impressive graphical abiiities, it i¢ apparent that 

the §-bit graphics market hasn't been forgotten. Although 

the atari §-bits don t have the resolution of the newer 

ié-hit machines, &lazing Paddles incorporates many 

features orevicusly found only on the higher-priced 

machines, 

Blazing Paddles (a definite ieader for Hest Title for 

1986) is an easy-to-use painting and drawing program. 

voystick, Koala Fad, or light pen may be used as input 

devices. the Atari TouchTabiet will work, but either 

up/down or left/right cursor acvement will be opposite 

from the pad to the screen, depending on how the pad is 

oriented. The major functions supported include free 

sketching, dots, lines, connected lines, filled or empty 

boxes and ovals, text, zoom, scroll af entire picture, 

mirror, fill, spray paint, and the placement of 

pre-defined comaon objects (cars, pecple, buildings, 

etc.). bray-Scaled hard copy is available to 

Epson-compatible printers, as well as color copy to the 

Gkimate 20, 

Prograa operation is very sisilar to Micro 

I}lustrator/Atari Artist, the prograas which cose with 

the Koala Pad and Atari Touch Tablet, respectively. The 

fain screen consists of two rows of icons at the top of 

the screen, and two rows at the bottoms. The aiddle 1/3 

of the screen shows what is visible of the drawing in 

progress (the rest is hidden behind the icons}. Using 

the input device initially chosen, the cursor can be 
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moved to any of the icons. If it is a drawing option 

(box, oval, sketch, lines, and the like) the icons will 

disappear leaving the full drawing on the screen. The 

cursor may then be a@oved around the screen without 

affecting what is presently there. For sketching, 

pressing the ‘Action Button’ will cause points to be 

plotted wherever the cursor is. In the case cf drawing a 

box, oval, ar lines, pressing the ‘Action Button’ will 

anchor either one end of the line, one corner of the box, 

or the center of the oval. Moving the cursor will 

stretch the shape in the direction moved from the anchor 

without affecting what is on screen. This allows the 

shape to be positioned exactly, at which tise pressing 

the ‘Action Button’ will aake the change peraanent 

lunless the ‘Undo Button’ is pressed, which will restore 

the picture to its previous state under mast conditions). 

What are the ‘Action Button’ and ‘Undo Button’? This 

depends upon choice of input device. With joystick, light 

pen, and paddies, the button on each is the ‘Action 

Button’, and the #REAK key is the ‘Undo Button’. With 

the Koala Pad or Touch Tablet, the left button is the 

‘action Button’ and the right button is the ‘Undo 

Button’. 

Along with the functions found on aost Atari drawing 

programs, Blazing Paddles adds some not commonly found. 

Along with the option to add text on-screen, several 

fonts in several sizes are supperted. Also, pre-drawn 

Shapes are available. These are common objects, such as 

cars, Buildings, musical symbols, and people, which may 

be piaced anywhere on screen, and rotated in 45 degree 

increments. Size is not controllable, however, so the 

scene must be drawn to confora to the size of the object. 

While neither character sets nor shapes may be edited 

(the character sets are not compatible with those created 

by standard character set editors}, three character sets 

and one shape set are internal to the prograa, and two 

character sets and three extra shape sets are found on 

the prograa disk. Also, three auxiliary disks containing 

various other character sets and shape sets are available 

for $20 each, #40 for all three from Baudville. 

Windows may be cut out froa the current drawing, and 

moved to another portion of the picture, or saved to 

disk, for later pasting into a new picture. These 

windows @ay not be resized, however. 

Color selection is similar to that found in Micro 

llustrator. Three foreground colors and one background 

color @ay be selected from a palette of 128 colors, as 

well as several patterns consisting of various mixes of 

two of the tour colors currently selected. No provision 

for additional on-screen color is sade. 

Those DOS functions aost needed are available from within 



the program, including disk catalog, format, and erase 
file. Saved pictures are saved in 62-sector files which 

appear to be saved in the exact same format as 

Micropainter files, so it should be easy to convert them 

to any other format necessary. A well-documented progras 

is also included on the disk for loading picture files 

from BASIC. 

The program perforas well. Execution of all functions is 

fast, especially fills. The cursor has little trouble 

keeping up with the touch tablet, and the joystick speed 

seemed just about right to allow drawing accurately 

without being overly time-consu@ing. 

Blazing Paddles is a program that can be used right out 

of the box, without consulting the instructions. A help 

screen for each type of input device is available, 

although aost functions are self-explanatory. Once the 

manual has been briefly scanned, it would seldom need to 

be referenced again. Virtually all program control can 

be done with the input device, the BREAK, ESCAPE, and 

space bar are the only keys that need to be used, with 

the exception of entering text. 

T encountered only one error, which occurred twice. When 

accessing the disk, the drive unexpectedly refused to 

respond. Whether this was related to my US Doubler, a 

bad disk sector, or the program is uncertain. It did 

require rebooting to access that particular drive, 

however. 

The documentation is well-written, although it has been 

designed for the Comacdore 44, with an insert explaining 

Atari differences. The program does seea to be slightly 

inconsistent with regards to the ‘Undo Button’. While 

the documentation claias that the BREAK key is the ‘Undo 

Button’, when doing disk operations, only the ESCAPE key 

seems to respond. In all other situations, however, the 

BREAK key function properly. 

Blazing Paddles sakes an excellent all-around painting 

program. While lacking many of the features of Antic 

Software's RAMbrandt, it is auch, auch easier to use, and 

allows more thought to be spent on the picture being 

created, not the program being used to create it. For 

those already owning Micro Illustrator/Atari Artist, the 

several added features aay or aay not be worth the cost 

of the prograa. However, for those who don't currently 

have a drawing program, Blazing Paddles is a possibility 

well worth investigating! 

ST DS DRIVE SWAP 

By John Pellet 

Some of you may have noticed sy recent report on ay 

experiences Swapping the single-sided drive in one of ay 

3.9° §5F354 drives to a double-sided drive. For those of 

you with an interest, here is a detailed report of that 

operation. 

FIRST, the warnings and disclainers. While it would be 

difficult, you can ruin parts of your coaputer while 

doing this. And opening the case will certainly void 

your warranty. So consider carefully betore you begin. 

Also, all of the instructions below pertain to the older 

drives with the small, square eject button. I have not 

seen inside the newer drives, with the large eject 

button, like in the {040, so I can’t vouch for any 

Similarity. Finally, [I did all of this and still 

encountered problemas. Occasionally when booting with the 

new drive as drive B, J couldn't get the computer to 

recognize the second drive (double-clicking on E produced 

"Insert disk B in drive &" message}. [This was an 

intermittent problea until Larry Dineen told ae that when 

using double-sided drives, you had to have a disk in the 

drive BEFORE turning on the computer. Since I've made 

sure to do this, the glitch has not reappeared. I can't 

tell you why the double-sided are different, but 

evidently they are. Now on to the goodies! 

The first thing you have to do is remove the old drive. 

This can be accomplished as follows. Remove the four 

screws fear the corners on the bottom of the drive. This 

allows the top case to be removed. To do so, litt it 

first at the rear, after carefully freeing the 

connectors, then slide it forward, freeing the eject 

button. This will leave you with the bare drive, in its 

shield, attached to a small daughter board at the rear. 

Now you can remove the three screws that sount the drive 

to the bottoa case, and remove the drive. Now you need 

to remove the metal shield from the drive. This is done 

by removing the two screws in the side of the drive, then 

Sliding the shield off the rear of the drive. It may be 

necessary to loosen the shield by removing the tape strip 

on the bottom (This strip holds the shield together, so 

try to keep it in good shape if you reaove it.). Now you 

Should have a bare drive, connected via black ribbon 

connector, and white power connector to the daughter 

board. The last step is to CAREFULLY remove these two 

connectors. They just slide off but DON'T pull on the 

cables to remove thea. They say be carefully separated 

with a small screwdriver, or sisilar tool. Ta Da' You're 

finished taking things apart. 

There are a couple of pieces you need fros the old drive, 
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namely the faceplate and the eject button. The button 

can be snapped out of the old eject lever by pushing 

either of the snaps free from the bottom. The faceplate 

is attached by two screws from the top down in the drive 

mechanisa. They are easily removed with a sagnetic 

screwdriver. 

Now you need to get the double-sided drive ready to 

install. The faceplate and eject button should be 

CAREFULLY reinstalled on the new drive. Somewhere on the 

top board are two adjustments you aust make for the drive 

to operate properly. First, you aust set it to Dd. 

There will be a small jumper assembly, probably near the 

black connector, with juaper points labeled D0, Di, and 

maybe D3, and 04. If you don’t get the drive set to Dd, 

the motor will spin but you won't be able to access the 

drive. The drive is probably set at the factory to 

either DO or Di. A small but critical adjustment. 

The second thing you must do is the only tricky part. 

The terminating resistor sust be replaced with the one 

froa the §F354. If you don't remove the supplied 

version, everything will work, and seem to be all right. 

However, if the original resistor pack is left in, 

computer problems may ensue. It appears the with the 

resistor pack installed, the drive draws too auch current 

from the computer, causing intermittent crashes. At 

least those were the syaptoas I encountered, which | 

eliminated when I removed the resistor pack. Without the 

original from the 5SF354, 2 drive systeas will be tine, 

but you can’t write to the new disk if its the only one 

in the system. Therefore, if you ever plan to use the 

new drive as the only one in a systea, replacement is 

REQUIRED. The terminating resistor package is an inline 

multi-pin red resistor package, labeled RAL. It is 

probably located near the drive jumpers, between the 

black connector and the head, on the top board. On ay 

factory single-sided drive, it is soldered in place and 

you have to desolder it carefully to use in the new 

drive. Then you can unplug the new one and replace it 

with the one from your SF354. Each has some gray writing 

on one side and should be replaced with the saae 

orientation. The SF354 version has one fewer pins, but 

it seeas to work fine. 

With this completed you are ready to put it all back 

together. The first step is put the aetal shield back on. 

It only goes one way which allows the screws to fit and 

access to the connectors. If your tape is somewhat worse 

for wear, you can tape over it with some package tape, 

like I had to do. Once you've screwed the shield down, 

plug the black and white connectors to their appropriate 

points. Now screw the drive back to the lower case. Now 

comes the only tricky part of the reasseably. Carefully 

fit the eject button in the upper case front, then turn 
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the whole thing upside down and snap the daughter board 

to the locating pegs it the upper case (these pegs locate 

the daughter board and receive the case aounting screws). 

The two case halves will then snap together and you can 

reinstall the four corner screws. Now you have a 

double-sided drive in your single-sided case. 

Should you aake the swap? It depends. I had a 

single-sided drive that was going bad, so I needed to do 

something. And I have filled up almost 10 data disks in 

the year I've had the machine. So the under $100 for the 

bare drive made a lot of sense to me. But I still had to 

fiddle with it for a couple of weeks to gather the above 

information. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Here are the pin assign@ents and cable details to connect 

an 57 to a Sony KX-14CPi monitor. Reproduced froa the 

October, ‘B86 issue of Current Notes. 

ST Pin FUNCTION 21 pin SCART PLUG Pin # 

1 Audio QUT 2&6 

2 Composite video Not connected 

3 General output Not connected 

4 None. detect Not connected 

3 Audio IN Not connected 

6 Green Out il 

7 Red Out 15 

8 Ground 4 

9 Horiz. Sync. 20 (via 22 Koha resistor) 

16 (via 350 oha resistor)* 

10 Blue Out 7 

1 Monochrome OUT Not connected 

12 Vert. Sync. 20 (via 2.2 Koha resist.) 

13 Ground Zi (via screen, option.) 

* A voltage is needed to select RGB aode on the SCART 

input. A 350 oha resistor is used between ST pin 9 and 

monitor pin 14. You aay need to replace it with a 500 

oha linear potentiometer if a black band appears at the 

top of the screen, or if a faint image is present. 
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ST COPY PROGRAMS 

Reviewed by John Pellet 

As long as there are copy-protection schemes and peoole 

who use thea, there will be a market for programs that 

defeat such protection. To date, [ve seen five such 

progrags for the ST, and this is a review cf four of 

them. In alphabetical order they are: ACOPIER, COPY II 

ST, PROCOPY, and ST COPY. What I’m not going to tell you 

15 which programas they will or won't copy. Basically, 

each will copy all software released before the current 

version. After that date, each will have trouble with new 

forms of protection. Based on the release dates, ACOPIER 

is the newest, but since [ don’t have any of the newer 

protected stuff, each seeas to copy all of ay software. 

In addition to copying protected disks, each af these 

prograés also greatly speeds copying disks in general, 

Even if you don’t own any copy-protected commercial 

Software, if you do any copying, like making working or 

backup disks, these programs are nice. Basicaliy, each 

will copy a fuli disk to a non-formatied destination in 

less time than GEM takes to format a disk. 

The table below describes the results of the speed tests 

performed. The programs used were either personally 

owned, or borrowed from friends. None of thea are 

copy-protected. fhe teble headings are abbreviated as 

fclicws: Ver is version number, S/F is sector copy with 

format and verification, N/VF is sector copy with format 

but without verification (If it is not selectable, it is 

assumed to be always on.), and B/N is bit or nibble copy. 

Times are in seconds. Note that sector copy may copy 

some protection schemes that rely on a straightforward 

non-standard foraat. 

TIMING Ver Size S/F OON/VE BSN 

ACOPIER 100 7.5 98 65 250 

COPY TT ST i.t 0 2b.3) 82 ona M0 

PROCOPY i.22 12.8 31 na 69 

57 COPY 2.0 Ut 67 30 105 

While the times above are significant, the feature chart 

below gives a rough guide to the features af each 

program. 6EM means the progras runs under GEM, FMT means 

is formatting the target disk an option (if the 

destination 15 already formatted, not doing so during 

copy can save many seconds.). VFY means is write 

verification an option. 05 means does the prograa 

support double-sided disks. ABORT asks if the copy 

operation can be aborted by the user in mid-stream. 15 

means are specific tracks selectable by the user. ERR 

asks if errors are reported to the user. And 105 asks if 

the sector copy option will copy 10 sector per track 
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disks (my favorite way to squeeze a little sore on a 

disk). 

FEATURES GEM FMT VFY 05 ABORT TS ERR 105 

ACOPIER (1) N ¥ Y¥ ¥ N ¥ ¥ RN 

COPY JI ST Y Y¥ NY ¥Y ¥Y 

PROCOPY (1,2)N Y N ¥Y N  ¥ N 

ST COPY Y Y¥ ¥ Y H NN el 

(1) Also permits aultiple copies from i read. 

(2) Will analyze disk and report results. 

ACOPIER is a fast, aulti-featured copy program. S:nce it 

is the latest release I've seen, it is reported to copy a 

couple of the latest releases that give the older 

versions trouble. It aleo allows the user to select many 

options about the copy operation. However, it does so 

via a poorly structured aenu system, which must be 

stepped through by use of the curser keys. Moreover, the 

menus and options are not visible from the main screen, 

hut only on a help screen. I like to see the settings 

while it is operating, which all of the other prograas 

accomplish. In my opinion, both the menus and the 

documentation are needlessiy complex and could be quite 

confusing ta the novice. 

COPY [1 ST blends excellent documentation. GEM operation, 

many options (selected via mouse? with a proven track 

record in the industry. Central Point Software hes a 

good record for COPY I] on the PC and the Mac. ‘And that 

experience shows on the version for the S1. In addition, 

they offer the only stated policy I saw with respect ta 

updates. And they provide a jist of the software they 

can copy and the aenu settings to do sa. The only 

feature [| miss is the ability to toggle write verify. 

While the timing table shows this ta be the slowest 

copier, it also gives the most detailed progress report 

of the copy process. 

PROCOPY is a nice program. And its ability te analyze 

disk structure, and to make multiple copies from one read 

are mice features. Plus while it does not use GEM, all 

options and operations are function key controlled, with 

status shown on screen at all tise. But I do like the 

GEM-based prograss better. And there are public domain 

programs that make multiple copies. 

ST COPY was the second copier on the earket for the ST. 

And it is still one of the best. The only real gripes | 

have are it seems to be more sensitive to the amount of 

memory you have free and the desk accessories active than 

the others (i.e., sometiaes it doesn't want to load), and 

the docuaentation suffers in comparison to COPY If ST. 

Also, it does not allow the user as auch flexibility, or 

report as much data on the process as COPY [1] 51. 
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Here is the current schedule of upcoming DAL-ACE events, 

Saturday, November 29 Newsletter Production Mtg 

Saturday, Decamber 13 Main Meeting 

Saturday, December 20 Newsletter Production Mtg 
Saturday, January 35 Main Meeting 

Saturday, February 14. Rain Meeting 

Newsletter production meetings are usually held at i PM : 
the Saturday two weeks before the regular meeting date 

Jim Chaney's house, 714 E. Berkley in Richardson. 

Main Meeting dates that are more than 90 days ahead of 

time are tentative. The Infomart reserves the right to 
change the dates, so ores the newsletter for the latest 

schedule. 

———INFOMART DIRECTIONS: 

From north ‘Dallas, take either Stemmons (1-35E) or the 

Dallas North Tollway SOUTH. From Stemmons, take the Qak 

Lawn exit, turn east {left} and park at Infomart, on the 

left just after you go under Stemmons. If you’re using 
the tollway, exit right on Wycliff, go left on Harry 

Hines to Oak Lawn and turn right. Infomart will be on 
your right. From the south, take Stemaons north then 

rita stated, this material is NOT copyrighted and no 

follow above. Infomart is the big white steel and glass. 

building south of the other ‘smarts. The main entrance 
faces Stemmons. Guests are WELCOME!! 

0230 NEWSLETTER EXCHANGE S16 
2:00 CLUB SALES — 
11:30 NEW ATARI USERS — 

30 - 12:00 MEMBERSHIP SIGNUP & 
NEWSLETTER DISTRIBUTION 

{2:00 - 2:00 §-BIT DEMOS — 7 
BUSINESS MEETING 
OTHER DEMONSTRATIONS 

fc - 2:30 CLUB SALES 

2:00 - 4:00 ADVENTURE ait. 

aT 516 

Meeting rooms and additicnal inforaat ion will be posted 
on the schedules at the main entrance, and the gain 
kiosk, which will be sanned from 9AM to 4PM. 
Disk-of-the-month and garage sales will be in the main 

meeting room Vendor sales will take place in the 

basement, | Se agen 

NEWSLETTER ER ADVERTISEMENTS 

e tree to current members 

COMMERCIAL RATES: 

Full page (212 hy Pe se 
Half page (7 1/2" H by 41/4" V) wo... $25 / 

Quarter page {3 iis by 41/4" V).. $15 

at reduced cost. TS 

Ads must be camera ready. Copy must be received PRIOR 10 

the production meeting date at left. Mail copy to ~ 

DAL-ACE Newsletter, P.O. Box 851872, Richardson, Texas, 

79095-1872 OR co see the Advertising Manager listed at 

left. Copy received after the deadline will be run the 

following aonth. For contract advertisers, if no new 
copy is received by the deadline then the most current ad 

will be re-run. 

#444 DISCLAIMER ee 

The saterial in this newsletter reflects the opinions of 

Opposing opinions are solicited. Unless 

rights are reserved. The purpose of the newsletter is to — 

present information for your consideration. Neither the 
editor nor DAL-ACE make any claias for the validity or 

usefulness of this material. The reader is the final 
judge of any product or advice presented. DJG 
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DAL-ACE ! 
DALlas Atari Computer Enthusiasts 

DAL-ACE is an independent, user education group 

not affiliated with the ATARI, Corporation. 
This is the official newsletter of DAL-ACE and 

is intended for the education of its members as 
well as for the dissemination of information 

about Atari computer products. 

DAL-ACE membership is $16.00 per year. This 
newsletter is written, edited, and published by 

volunteers. Its availability and/or 

distribution aay, at times, be subject to 

circumstances beyond the control of club 

officers. Members will note that their renewal — 

date appears on their address label. 

Other computer user groups may obtain copies of 

this newsletter on an exchange basis. 

ALL MATERIAL IN THIS NEWSLETTER MAY BE 

REPRINTED IN ANY FORM, PROVIDED THAT DAL-ACE 

AND THE AUTHOR, IF APPLICABLE, ARE GIVEN 

CREDIT. LIKEWISE, PORTIONS OF THIS NEWSLETTER 

ARE REPRINTED FROM OTHER NEWSLETTERS AND ARE SO 

NCTED. 
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